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IoT Solutions

Create new experiences, drive smarter
operations and gain data-driven insights faster
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We help organisations operating in every
industry sector accelerate the deployment
of IoT technologies that will enable new
levels of innovation, operational
efficiency, real-time performance tracking
and intelligence.

With over 20 years’ expertise building IoT ecosystems, we know what it takes to
derive value from the connected IoT world. Our fully managed end-to-end services
encompass everything you’ll need to achieve scalable and secure IoT deployments
and accomplish your business
goals faster.
From proof of concept development through to technology stack selection, provisioning and deployment
at scale, we can handle everything from architecture design to data analytics implementation and
beyond.

Our fully managed IoT solutions include

Giving you all the services and expertise
you’ll need at every stage of your
connected IoT journey, we’ll help you
innovate faster and keep your vision
future facing.
Let Bell Integration design, build and run your IoT
architecture, leaving you free to focus on value creation.
From proof of concept development through to technology stack selection, provisioning and deployment
at scale, we can handle everything from architecture design to data analytics implementation and
beyond.

Our end-to-end solution includes:
Design - Having assessed every aspect of your IoT project requirements, we’ll evaluate your existing IT
architecture, standards, security and business models. Our end-to-end design and development service
covers devices/sensors, cloud and mobile/web applications.

Staging - We handle the procurement of your IoT devices, managing all asset storage, logistics and
management prior to deployment on your behalf. Handling everything from asset assembly and
registration to pre-configuration and SIM activation, we streamline and assure a smooth rollout.

Deployment - We take care of everything from API design and provisioning, application launch to
network engineering and implementation, data warehouse design and engineering, as well as your data
analytics implementation. As part of this process we’ll undertake:

• Device and network security testing, deployment and activation
• Deployment of any IoT analytics solutions
• Enable secure and shared information services across your business network and/or supply chain
• Cloud Infra and RTD platform provisioning
• Initiate connectivity with Wi-Fi or cellular networks, gateways, web interfaces and apps
Run - With IoT you almost never deploy and forget. Which is why we provide an extensive choice of postdeployment managed services that will ensure your IoT ecosystem operates optimally at all times.
In addition to taking care of all hardware break/fix callouts and providing continuous monitoring/alerting
services for your extended IoT environment, our fully managed service also features a 24x7 Service Desk
and customer support.
To minimise any risk of disruption that could impact your real time data capture, Bell Integration has
developed smart automation to ensure that any managed IoT device that develops a problem, triggers an
automated process that registers and deploys a replacement to site.

Driving efficiency and value across every vertical
Whether you’re planning to launch a new IoT initiative or are looking to upscale an existing IoT application, our endto-end IoT services address every aspect of the IoT ecosystem – from device procurement to solution planning and
design, deployment, data analytics, ongoing maintenance and management, and more.

Providing a fully managed IoT solution, designed to achieve the
best possible outcome

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Glasgow, Krakow, Hyderabad and
Singapore, we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to
streamline every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies
and increase their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell Integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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